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UsingAuslander’s G-dimension,we assign a numerical invariant to any groupΓ . It provides
a refinement of the cohomological dimension and fits well into the well-known hierarchy
of dimensions assigned already to Γ . We study this dimension and show its power in
reflecting the properties of the underlying group.We also discuss its connections to relative
and Tate cohomology of groups.
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1. Introduction
Studying groups through their (co)homological properties has a very long history in group theory, and has both
topological and algebraic sources. In fact, group cohomology offers possibilities for a great deal of intersection between
algebra and topology.
There are several (co)homological dimensions assigned to a group Γ . The most important one is the (classical)
cohomological dimension, denoted cdΓ , which is defined as the projective dimension of the trivial ZΓ -module Z. This
invariant has been studied by several authors for different classes of groups. For example, a deep result of Stallings [1] and
Swan [2] says that a non-trivial group Γ is free if and only if its cohomological dimension is 1.
Virtual cohomological dimension is somehow a refinement of cohomological dimension, applying to any group Γ which
has a torsion-free subgroup Γ ′ of finite index. The virtual cohomological dimension of Γ , denoted vcdΓ , is then defined as
cdΓ ′. Serre’s theorem [2, Theorem 9.2] guarantees that vcdΓ is well-defined.
Another dimension function for groups is generalized cohomological dimension. This dimension can be finite even if Γ
contains torsion. It is a refinement of vcd, in the sense that if for a group Γ , vcdΓ = n < ∞, then cdΓ = n, where cd
denotes the generalized cohomological dimension.
Tate cohomology was defined in the 1950s, based on Tate’s observation that the ZΓ -module Z with the trivial action
admits a complete projective resolution [3, Ch. XII]. At first, itwas defined for finite groups. Itwas then extended by Farrell [4]
to discrete groups having finite virtual cohomological dimension andwas further extended by Ikenaga [5] to groups of finite
generalized cohomological dimension. Later, Benson and Carlson [6], Mislin [7], and Vogel [8] independently developed a
generalization of Tate cohomology which is applicable to all groups. Using this theory, another invariant assigned to each
group Γ , called projective complete cohomological dimension of Γ , denoted pccdΓ . It is defined to be the least integer n,
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for which Hi(Γ , ) ∼= H˜i(Γ , ), for i > n, where H˜i(Γ , ) is the complete cohomology of Γ . These dimensions can be put
together in a sequence as follows: pccdΓ ≤ cdΓ ≤ vcdΓ ≤ cdΓ .
On the other hand, in the category of finitely generated modules over a commutative noetherian ring, an important
invariant is assigned to each object of the category. This invariant, which is refereed to as Gorenstein dimension, is defined
by Auslander and Bridger [9] and provides a refinement for the usual projective dimension of a module.
This dimension then took into account by several authors, especially by Enochs and his collaborators [10]. They
generalized it to non-finite modules over arbitrary rings, where they called it Gorenstein projective dimension, denoted
Gpd. The class of modules of Gorenstein projective dimension zero is then used by them for defining a relative cohomology
theory as well as Tate cohomology theory.
Our first aim in this paper is to study the notion of Gorenstein projective dimension in the category of Γ -modules. This
will be done in Section 2.We consider theGorenstein projective dimension ofZ overZΓ and call it Gorenstein cohomological
dimension of Γ . It will be denoted by GcdΓ . We show that this dimension fits well in the above mentioned hierarchy of
cohomological dimensions, that is, we have a sequence pccdΓ ≤ cdΓ ≤ GcdΓ ≤ vcdΓ ≤ cdΓ . We show that if any of
these dimensions, with the exception of cd, is finite, then it is equal to pccdΓ . Moreover, it will be shown that the finiteness
of Gcd is preserved under group extensions. We state and prove an analogue of Serre’s theorem in this context, that is, if Γ ′
is a subgroup of finite index of Γ , then GcdΓ ′ = GcdΓ . It is shown that GcdΓ < ∞ if and only if every Γ -module has
finite Gorenstein projective dimension.
In [11], quasi-projective dimension, denoted qpd, was introduced by Howie and Schneebeli as a homological invariant
for groups. We will show that for any group Γ , GcdΓ ≤ qpdΓ . An example also will be given of a group Γ such that
qpdΓ <∞ but GcdΓ < qpdΓ .
The relative cohomology theory was introduced by S. Eilenberg and J.C. Moore in their 1965 AMS Memoir [12]. This
theory was further studied by MacLane [13]. In Section 3, we study relative cohomology for groups that admit certain
kind of resolutions by Gorenstein projective modules. These are exact sequences which remains exact after applying the
functor HomΓ (G, ), for any Gorenstein projective Γ -module G. We call them proper resolutions. Using proper resolutions
guarantees the uniqueness of the resolutions up to homotopy. So one can use them to define cohomology.
Finally, we study a Tate cohomology theory for groups of finite Gorenstein cohomological dimension and then get an
Avramov–Martsinkovsky like exact sequence for groups, connecting the relative, the absolute and the Tate cohomological
functors [14, Theorem 7.1]. The relation between the above mentioned dimensions with these theories will be discussed.
Throughout the paper, R denotes a non-trivial associative ring and Γ is a group. For simplicity, RΓ -modules are called
Γ -modules. All modules are considered as left modules.
2. Gorenstein cohomological dimension of a group
The following definition, in greater generality, can be found e.g., in [10, Definition 10.2.1], where it is called a complete
projective resolution. We specialize it to our case.
Definition 2.1. A totally acyclic complex of projectives is an exact complex
· · · −→ T2 −→ T1 −→ T0 −→ T−1 −→ T−2 −→ · · · ,
of projective RΓ -modules, which remains exact after applying the functor HomRΓ ( , P), for any projective Γ -module P . An
RΓ -module G is called Gorenstein projective if it is a syzygy of a totally acyclic complex of projectives, i.e. it has the form
G = Ker(Ti −→ Ti−1) for some integer i.
A totally acyclic complex of projectives of the form
P• : · · · −→ P f−→ P f−→ P f−→ · · ·
is called strongly totally acyclic complex and denoted by (P•, f ). An RΓ -module G is called strongly Gorenstein projective
(SG-projective for short) if G ∼= Kerf for some strongly totally acyclic complex of projectives (P•, f ).
It is clear that every projective Γ -module is strongly Gorenstein projective and every strongly Gorenstein projective is
Gorenstein projective.
Example 2.2. For any finite group Γ , Z as a ZΓ -module, by trivial action, is a Gorenstein projective ZΓ -module. The
existence of an acyclic complex of projectives follows from [15, Proposition VI.2.6]. Its exactness under the functor
HomZΓ ( , P), for any projective module P , follows from the fact that any finite type ‘backward’ projective resolution of
Z is in fact dual of an ordinary finite type projective resolution of Z, with respect to the functor HomZΓ ( ,ZΓ ), see [15,
Proposition VI.3.5].
More generally assume thatΓ ′ is a subgroup ofΓ of finite index. Then anyΓ -moduleM which is projective asΓ ′-module
is a Gorenstein projective Γ -module. This follows easily from [15, Proposition VI.2.6].
Notation 2.3. The class of all projective RΓ -modules will be denoted by PR(Γ ). Moreover, the class of all strongly Gorenstein
projective and Gorenstein projective RΓ -modules will be denoted by SGP R(Γ ) and GP R(Γ ), respectively. In case R = Z, we
simply write P (Γ ), SGP (Γ ) and GP (Γ ). As we mentioned, PR(Γ ) ⊆ SGP R(Γ ) ⊆ GP R(Γ ).
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Using the class of modules in GP R(Γ ), one can assign an invariant to any non-zero RΓ -module M , the Gorenstein
projective dimension of M , denoted GpdRΓ (M), to be the infimum of all non-negative integers n such that there exists an
acyclic complex 0→ Gn → Gn−1 → · · · → G1 → G0 → M → 0, in which Gi’s are Gorenstein projective. If there is no such
resolution of finite length, we set GpdRΓ M = ∞. Also, we set GpdRΓ 0 = −∞. As before, for R = Zwe just write GpdΓ M .
Since PR(Γ ) ⊆ GP R(Γ ), it is plain that GpdRΓ M ≤ pdRΓ M . It is known that we have equality if pdRΓ M <∞. Most of the
properties of projective dimension can be restated for this new invariant.
Recall that one may consider R as a left RΓ -module upon which Γ acts trivially. Then the cohomological dimension of R
over Γ , denoted by cdR Γ , is defined to be pdRΓ R, the projective dimension of R as an RΓ -module. For R = Z, it is common
to write cdΓ instead of cdZ Γ , and call this the cohomological dimension of Γ . This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.4. For any group Γ , the Gorenstein cohomological dimension of Γ over R, denoted GcdR Γ , is defined to be the
Gorenstein projective dimension of R as RΓ -module, that is, GcdR Γ := GpdRΓ R.
Remark 2.5. There is a deep result due to Stallings [1] and Swan [2], which says that Γ is a non-trivial free group if and
only if cdΓ = 1. Our previous remarks imply that for any group Γ , GcdR Γ ≤ cdR Γ , with equality if we know that
cdR Γ <∞. Hence GcdΓ = 1, if Γ is a non-trivial free group. But the converse does not hold in this setting, as we will see
in Example 2.13.
It is known that ifΓ is a groupwith torsion elements, then cdΓ = ∞. However, it may happen thatΓ has a subgroupΓ ′
of finite index which is torsion-free. This leads to the ‘virtual’ finiteness conditions. Γ is called virtually torsion-free if it has
a torsion-free subgroup of finite index. In view of Serre’s theorem [2, Theorem 9.2], one may deduce that all such subgroups
have the same cohomological dimension. This dimension is called the virtual cohomological dimension of Γ and is denoted
by vcdΓ . In topological language a virtually torsion-free group Γ is of finite virtual cohomological dimension if and only
if there exists a finite-dimensional contractible simplicial complex X such that Γ acts properly and simplicially on X . The
question of whether one can always take dim(X) to be equal to vcd is unknown, this is usually called the Brown conjecture.
Farrell [4] generalized Tate’s theory [16] to the more general setting of groups of finite virtual cohomological dimension.
This theory also can be generalized to the situation in which group Γ has a complete resolution. There are different notions
of complete resolutions, with different names (see e.g. [17,5,18]). We fix the following throughout the paper.
Definition 2.6. A weak complete resolution for a group Γ over R is an acyclic complex T • of projective RΓ -modules which
agrees with a projective resolution of R, in sufficiently high dimensions, where R is considered as RΓ -module with trivial
action. A complete resolution of Γ is a weak complete resolution such that HomRΓ (T •,Q ) is acyclic for every projective RΓ -
module Q . When R = Z, we just say ‘weak complete resolution for Γ ’, instead of saying ‘weak complete resolution for Γ
over Z’.
Using standard techniques in homological algebra show that complete resolutions of a group Γ are unique up to
homotopy (cf. [17, Lemma 2.4(2)]), hence they can be used to define cohomology. This is done in [18, Definition 2.9], and
gives a generalization of Tate–Farrell theory. Note that in Tate–Farrell theory a weak complete resolution is used. But, if
vcdR Γ < ∞, by definition, there exists a subgroup Γ ′ of Γ of finite index such that cdRΓ ′ is finite. So T • is split as a
complex of RΓ ′-modules and so it follows from Shapiro lemma that Hn HomRΓ (T •,Q ) = 0, for every projective RΓ -module
Q . So in this situation, it is in fact a complete resolution.
Remark 2.7. Assume that Γ is a group with GcdΓ = n. By an easy induction on the Gorenstein cohomological dimension
of Γ , one can show that ExtiZΓ (Z, P) = 0, for all i > n and all projective Γ -modules P . This also follows from the proof of
the Corollary 2.5 of [17]. Throughout, we shall use this fact without any reference.
Proposition 2.8. For a group Γ , GcdΓ <∞ if and only if Γ admits a complete resolution.
Proof. Assume that GcdΓ < ∞. So, by definition, GpdZΓ Z = n. Hence in any projective resolution of Z over ZΓ , the nth
syzygy is Gorenstein projective. Let
· · · → Pn+1 dn+1→ Pn dn→ Pn−1 dn−1→ · · · → P1 → P0 → Z→ 0
be a projective resolution andΩn = Kerdn−1 be its nth syzygy. SinceΩn is Gorenstein projective, there exists a totally acyclic
complex T such thatΩn = ker(Tn−1 −→ Tn−2). Note that T is HomZΓ (−, P)-exact, for any projective ZΓ -module P . In view
of this, we start from the exact sequence,
0→ Ωn → Tn−1 → ΩTn−1 → 0
and apply the functor HomZΓ ( , Pn−1) to get the exact sequence
HomZΓ (Tn−1, Pn−1) −→ HomZΓ (Ωn, Pn−1) −→ 0.
This implies that there exists a morphism fn−1 : Tn−1 −→ Pn−1 making the relevant diagram commute. Continuing in this
way we get morphisms fi : Ti −→ Pi, for i < n. This, in particular, gives a map ν : ΩT−1 −→ M . By using elementary results
of homological algebra, one can lift ν to a morphism of complex ν : T −→ P .
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But for i ≥ n, one can take Ti = Pi. To see this one just should note that, in view of the above remark, for i > n,
ExtiZΓ (Z, P) = 0, for any projective ZΓ -module P . So ν : T −→ P can be considered with the property that νi is bijective
for all i ≥ n. So this is a complete resolution of Γ . The converse is easy. Assume that Γ has a complete resolution T which
coincides with P , a projective resolution of Z over ZΓ , in dimensions≥ n. SoΩPn , the nth syzygy of Z, is also a syzygy of T •
and hence is Gorenstein projective. This implies that GcdΓ ≤ n. 
As a direct consequence of the above proposition we have:
Corollary 2.9. For any group Γ , GcdΓ ≤ vcdΓ with equality if the latter is finite.
Remark 2.10. LetΓ be group. spliΓ is defined to be the supremum of the projective lengths of the injectiveΓ -modules and
silpΓ is the supremum of the injective lengths of the projective Γ -modules. In [19] it is shown by Gedrich and Gruenberg
that if spliΓ <∞, then silpΓ <∞ and spliΓ = silpΓ . It is not known whether spliΓ <∞ if and only if silpΓ <∞. The
above proposition, in view of [20, Theorem 2.2], implies that GcdΓ <∞ if and only if spliΓ <∞.
The following proposition follows directly from the above remark and Theorem 3.10 of [17].
Proposition 2.11. Let Γ be a group. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) GcdΓ <∞.
(ii) Every Γ -module has finite Gorenstein projective dimension.
In the following we present an example of a group of finite Gorenstein cohomological dimension which does not have
any torsion-free subgroup of finite index, thus its virtual cohomological dimension is∞, by definition. To this end, we first
recall the notion of generalized cohomological dimension of a group.
Definition 2.12 (See [5]). The generalized cohomological dimension of a group Γ is
cdΓ := sup {i| ExtiΓ (M, F) 6= 0,M Z-free, F Γ -free}.
This dimension generalizes virtual cohomological dimension in the sense that if vcdΓ = n < ∞, then cdΓ = n.
Using this dimension, Ikenaga generalized Farrell cohomology to a larger class of groups, those which admit weak complete
resolutions and have finite generalized cohomological dimension.
Example 2.13. Assume that Γ is a countable locally finite group, for example
⊕
∞ Z2. So Γ belongs to the C∞ [5] and
therefore possesses a weak complete resolution and has finite generalized cohomological dimension [5, Section V]. Hence
by [5, Proposition 17], it, in fact, possesses a complete resolution. This implies that GcdΓ < ∞. Moreover, in view of [18,
Theorem 3.12], we have GcdΓ = cdΓ = 1. Note that these groups do not have any torsion-free subgroups of finite index.
Therefore by definition vcdΓ = ∞.
Remark 2.14. The complete cohomology for arbitrary groups was introduced independently, by Benson and Carlson [6],
Mislin [7] and Vogel [8]. It turned out that these theories are all isomorphic. The complete cohomology of a group Γ with
coefficients in a Γ -module M will be denoted by H˜
∗
(Γ ,M). It was defined by Mislin using satellites. Let for any n ∈ Z,
S−j Hn+j(Γ ,M) be the jth left satellite of Hn+j(Γ ,M). Then H˜n(Γ ,M) is defined as lim−→
j≥0
S−j Hn+j(Γ ,M). Using this theory,
Jo in [18] assigned an invariant to any group Γ , called projective complete cohomological dimension of Γ , denoted pccdΓ ,
as the least integer n for which Hi(Γ , ) ∼= H˜i(Γ , ), for all i > n.
Using the Vogel’s approach to complete cohomology one sees that for group Γ of finite Gorenstein cohomological
dimension, H˜
∗
(Γ , ) ∼= Ĥ∗(Γ , ), where Ĥ∗(Γ , ) denotes the Tate cohomology theory. The proof of this fact can be found
in [7]. This in particular implies that pccdΓ ≤ GcdΓ with equality if GcdΓ <∞.
Up to now, we have a hierarchial of cohomological dimension pccdΓ ≤ cdΓ ≤ vcdΓ ≤ cdΓ , with equality to the left
of any finite ones, except for the case cdΓ . We show that Gorenstein cohomological dimension fits into this hierarchy as
follows:
pccdΓ ≤ cdΓ ≤ GcdΓ ≤ vcdΓ ≤ cdΓ .
Proposition 2.15. If GcdΓ <∞, then GcdΓ = cdΓ .
Proof. Assume that GcdΓ = n <∞. It is clear that for any Γ -moduleM which is Z-free, we have GpdΓ M ≤ n = GcdΓ .
For ifG• is a Gorenstein projective resolution ofZ of length n, thenG•⊗M (with diagonalΓ -action) is a Gorenstein projective
resolution of Z⊗M = M of length n. Using this fact, in view of Remark 2.7, we have ExtiZΓ (M, F) = 0, for all i > n and all
free ZΓ -module F . Also, by [21, Theorem 2.20], we may deduce that ExtnZΓ (Z,ZΓ ) 6= 0. Hence cdΓ = n, by definition. 
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Corollary 2.16. Let 1 −→ Γ ′ −→ Γ −→ Γ ′′ −→ 1 be an extension of groups. Then
GcdΓ ≤ GcdΓ ′ + GcdΓ ′′ + 2.
Proof. Assume that both GcdΓ ′ and GcdΓ ′′ are finite. So by Remark 2.10, both spliΓ ′ and spliΓ ′′ are finite. Hence by [19,
Theorem 5.5], spliΓ < spliΓ ′+ spliΓ ′′ is finite. On the other hand, since spli is finite, by [19, Corollary 5.9], silp of Γ , Γ ′ and
Γ ′′ also are finite and are equal to their corresponding spli. Now the result follows from the above proposition, the inequality
silpΓ ≤ silpΓ ′ + silpΓ ′′ and the the well-known inequalities cdΓ ∗ ≤ silpΓ ∗ ≤ cdΓ ∗ + 1, which hold for any group Γ ∗.

The above theorem has been improved in a recent joint work of the second author with F. Dembegioti and O. Talelli. In
fact, they proved that with the above extension sequence, GcdΓ ≤ GcdΓ ′ + GcdΓ ′′, see [22].
As another consequence of the above proposition, we have the following.
Proposition 2.17. If Γ ′ ≤ Γ , then GcdΓ ′ ≤ GcdΓ . Moreover, equality holds if GcdΓ <∞ and (Γ : Γ ′) <∞.
Proof. If GcdΓ = ∞, there is nothing to prove. So assume that GcdΓ = n < ∞. Hence cdΓ = n. By [5, Proposition
4], cdΓ ′ ≤ n. Moreover, Γ ′ has a weak complete resolution, which comes from applying the restriction functor ResΓ
Γ ′ to a
complete resolution of Γ . So by [5, Proposition 17], Γ ′ has a complete resolution, i.e. GcdΓ ′ < ∞. But now we know that
GcdΓ ′ = cdΓ ′ ≤ n. The proof of the first part hence is complete. To prove the second part, suppose GcdΓ = n <∞. Thus
GcdΓ ′ ≤ n. By the above proposition, cdΓ = n. By another use of the above proposition, in view of [5, Proposition 5], we
have GcdΓ ′ = n, as required. 
Proposition 2.18. Let Γ ′ be a subgroup of finite index of Γ . Then GcdΓ ′ = GcdΓ .
Proof. In view of the above proposition, we need only to show that if GcdΓ ′ < ∞ then GcdΓ < ∞. Assume that
GcdΓ ′ < ∞. By Remark 2.10, spliΓ ′ < ∞. Hence spliΓ < ∞ (see [19, 5.2]). Another use of Remark 2.10, shows that
GcdΓ <∞. This completes the proof. 
Note that in case (Γ : Γ ′) = ∞, the above proposition does not hold. To see this set Γ = ⊕∞ Z2 and Γ ′ = Z2. Then
GcdΓ ′ = 0 while GcdΓ = 1, as we saw in Example 2.13.
Assume that ZΓ is commutative and noetherian, for example, Γ is a finitely generated abelian group. Also assume that
cdΓ < ∞. In view of the well-known inequalities cdΓ ≤ silpΓ ≤ cdΓ + 1, we have idZΓ ZΓ < ∞. Hence ZΓ is a
Gorenstein ring. So by [9], GcdΓ <∞. Therefore GcdΓ = cdΓ .
Proposition 2.19. For any group Γ , GcdΓ = 0 if and only if Γ is finite.
Proof. The ‘only if’ part follows from the Example 2.2. For the ‘if’ part note that by Remark 2.14, pccdΓ = 0. Hence the
result follows from [18, Proposition 3.9]. 
Proposition 2.20. For any group Γ , Z is a strongly Gorenstein projective Γ -module if and only if Γ is a trivial group.
Proof. Let Z be a strongly Gorenstein projective Γ -module. By [23, Proposition 2.9], there exists a short exact sequence
0 −→ Z −→ P −→ Z −→ 0, where P is a projective module. On the other hand, by the above proposition, Γ is a finite
group, thus H1(Γ ,Z) = 0.Hence the above exact sequence is split. ThereforeΓ is a trivial group. The converse part is trivial.

Groups of finite quasi-projective dimension (qpd) were introduced by Howie and Schneebeli in [11] as a generalization
of groups having the Identity Property. We will write qpdΓ ≤ n if the trivial Γ -module Z has a quasi-projective resolution
of length n (n > 0), i.e. a resolution of the form
0 −→ S ⊕ P −→ Pn−1 −→ · · · −→ P0 −→ Z −→ 0,
with P, Pn−1, . . . , P0 projective Γ -modules and S = ⊕I Z[Γ /Γi] for some fixed set (Γi)I of subgroups of Γ . The smallest
such n is called the quasi-projective dimension of Γ , written qpdΓ . If there is no n for which qpdΓ ≤ nwe set qpdΓ = ∞.
For all groups Γ , the inequality qpdΓ ≤ cdΓ holds. It is known that we have equality if Γ is torsion-free group (see [11,
Corollary 1.3]). It is the convention that, the sequence 0→ Z→ Z→ 0 is an ZΓ -quasi-projective resolution of length 0 if
and only if Z is ZΓ -projective. Hence qpdΓ = 0 if and only if Γ is a trivial group (see [11]).
Lemma 2.21. Let (Γi)I be an arbitrary family of finite subgroups of Γ . Then S = ⊕I Z[Γ /Γi] is a Gorenstein projective Γ -
module.
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Proof. Since Γi is a finite group, by Proposition 2.19, there exists a totally acyclic complex T • of projective Γi-modules such
that Z is its syzygy. By applying the exact functor ZΓ ⊗Γi −, we deduce that ZΓ ⊗Γi T • is acyclic complex of projective
Γ -modules. Assume that P ∈ P (Γ ). By adjointness of Hom and⊗, we have the following isomorphisms
HomΓ (ZΓ ⊗Γi T •, P) ∼= HomΓi(T •,HomΓ (ZΓ , P)) ∼= HomΓi(T •, P).
Since P ∈ P (Γi) and T • is a totally acyclic complex of projectiveΓi-modules, HomΓi(T •, P) is exact. So HomΓ (ZΓ ⊗Γi T •, P)
is also exact. Hence ZΓ ⊗Γi T • is a totally acyclic complex of projective Γ -modules. Using this fact, in view of the
isomorphism of Γ -modules Z[Γ /Γi] ∼= ZΓ ⊗Γi Z, (see [15, Example III.5.5(a)]), we obtain Z[Γ /Γi] ∈ GP (Γ ). Now, since
the class GP (Γ ) is closed under arbitrary direct sums, (see [21, Theorem 2.5]), S =⊕I Z[Γ /Γi] ∈ GP (Γ ). 
Corollary 2.22. For any group Γ , GcdΓ ≤ qpdΓ .
Proof. If qpdΓ = ∞, there is nothing to prove. Now assume that qpdΓ = n <∞. Choose a quasi-projective resolution
(∗) : 0 −→ S ⊕ P −→ Pn−1 −→ · · · −→ P0 −→ Z −→ 0,
where S =⊕I Z[Γ /Γi] for some family of subgroups of Γ . By [11, Corollary 1.2] and [24], we can assume that all of Γi’s are
finite and each Γi has periodic projective resolution. Hence by the above lemma S ∈ GP (Γ ). So the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.23. By [11], a finite group Γ satisfies qpdΓ = n if and only if its Tate cohomology has period n. Using this fact, in
view of [25, Lemma 5.2], for non-trivial finite cyclic groupΓ , we have qpdΓ = 2. Hence GcdΓ < qpdΓ . We recall from [20]
that a group Γ is said to have periodic cohomology with period q after k steps if the functors Hi(Γ ,−) and Hi+q(Γ ,−) are
naturally equivalent for all i > k.
A group pair (or pair of groups) (Γ , (Γi)I) consists of an arbitrary group Γ and arbitrary family (Γi)I of subgroups of Γ .
Set S = ⊕I Z[Γ /Γi], and let  : S −→ Z be the map whose restriction to each Z[Γ /Γi] maps each elements of Γ /Γi to
1. We denote Ker(S −→ Z) by ∆. We recall from [26, p. 299] (cf. also [27, p. 141]) that the pair (Γ , (Γi)I) is said to have
cohomological dimension≤ n (resp.= n), written cd(Γ , (Γi)I) ≤ n (resp.= n), if the projective dimension (over ZΓ ), of∆
is≤ n− 1 (resp.= n− 1). When the family (Γi)I in the pair of groups (Γ , (Γi)I) consists only of finite groups, cd(Γ , (Γi)I)
will be called the relative dimension ofΓ , denoted rdΓ . This omission of the family of subgroups is justified by [24, Corollary
3] that when a pair has finite cohomological dimension, the family (Γi)I is a complete set of representatives of conjugacy
classes of the maximal finite subgroup of Γ . For more details about rdΓ and qpdΓ the reader may consult [11,24].
Proposition 2.24. For any group Γ , GcdΓ ≤ rdΓ . Moreover, equality holds if rdΓ is finite.
Proof. If rdΓ = ∞ there is nothing to prove. Now assume that rdΓ = cd(Γ , (Γi)I) = n, i.e., pdΓ (∆ = Ker(S −→
Z)) = n − 1. Since all (Γi) are finite, by Lemma 2.21, S = ⊕I Z[Γ /Γi] ∈ GP (Γ ). Thus GcdΓ ≤ n. On the other
hand, by [24, Lemma 4], there exists free Γ -module F such that Extn−1Γ (∆, F) 6= 0. By applying functor HomΓ (−, F) to
exact sequence 0 −→ ∆ −→ S −→ Z −→ 0, in view of the fact that S is Gorenstein projective Γ -module, we get
0 6= Extn−1Γ (∆, F) ∼= ExtnΓ (Z, F). Thus cdΓ ≥ n. Hence by Proposition 2.15, GcdΓ = n, as required. 
Corollary 2.25. Let Γ be a virtually torsion free group. Then there exists a sequence of cohomological dimension as follows
pccdΓ ≤ cdΓ ≤ GcdΓ ≤ vcdΓ ≤ rdΓ ≤ qpdΓ ≤ cdΓ .
Moreover, if any of these dimensions, with the exception of cdΓ and qpdΓ , is finite, then it is equal to pccdΓ .
3. Connections to relative and Tate cohomology of groups
In this sectionwe study the connection between the Gorenstein cohomological dimension of a group and the relative and
Tate cohomology theories. Although these results may exist already in the literature in different languages, we could not
find an adequate treatment in this settings. So we review briefly these theories. We keep the notations of previous sections.
Definition 3.1. An augmented proper Gorenstein projective resolution of a group Γ , is an exact sequence
· · · −→ Gn −→ Gn−1 −→ · · · −→ G1 −→ G0 −→ Z −→ 0,
such that Gi ∈ GP (Γ ) and the sequence remains exact after applying the functor HomZΓ (G, ) for any G ∈ GP (Γ ). The
complex · · · −→ Gn −→ Gn−1 −→ · · · −→ G1 −→ G0 −→ 0 is then called a proper Gorenstein projective resolution ofΓ .
Using standard techniques in homological algebra, we observe the condition that the sequence should remain exact after
applying the functor Hom, implies the uniqueness of the proper Gorenstein projective resolutions up to homotopy and so
one may use them to define (co)homology. This we will do in this section. We begin by showing that the class of modules
admitting a proper resolution is big enough.
It is known that if Γ is of finite Gorenstein cohomological dimension, then it admits a proper Gorenstein projective
resolution. For a proof of this fact see e.g. [14, Theorem 3.1].
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Definition 3.2. Assume that Γ admits a proper Gorenstein projective resolution G• −→ Z. For each Γ -moduleM and each
integer n ≥ 0, the nth relative cohomology of Γ , denoted HnG(Γ ,M), is defined by
HnG(Γ ,M) ∼= H−n HomΓ (G•,M).
Now choose a projective resolution P• −→ Z. So there exists a morphism of complexes ϕ : P• −→ G• lifting the
identity morphism of Z. Applying the functor HomΓ ( ,M), for any Γ -module M , we get a comparison homomorphism
εnG(M) : HnG(Γ ,M) −→ Hn(Γ ,M), from relative cohomology to absolute cohomology. In fact, εnG = Hn HomΓ (ϕ,M). Some
known theorems of classical homological algebra, tell us that the assignment M 7→ HnG(Γ ,M) defines a functor from the
category of Γ -modules to the category of Z-modules and also we immediately get that HnG and ε
n
G are independent of the
choice of resolutions and liftings.
Since the functor HomΓ ( ,M) is a left exact functor, one can see easily that ε0G(M) : H0G(Γ ,M) −→ H0(Γ ,M) is an
isomorphism.
The proof of the following theorem can be found for example in [14, Theorem 4.2(2.a)]. So we omit the proof.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that Γ admits a proper Gorenstein projective resolution. Then for any integer n ≥ 0, the following
conditions are equivalent.
(i) GcdΓ ≤ n.
(ii) HiG(Γ , ) = 0, for all i > n.
(iii) Hn+1G (Γ , ) = 0.
(iv) For each i ≥ n, the ith syzygy of any proper resolution of Γ is Gorenstein projective.
It is clear that if cdΓ < ∞, then any projective resolution of Z as a Γ -module is proper and hence in this case relative
cohomology theory coincides with the ordinary (sometimes called absolute) cohomology theory. So we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.4. If cdΓ <∞, then the comparison homomorphism εnG is bijective for all n ∈ Z and all Γ -modules M.
The proof of the following result can be found in [10, Chapter 8]. So we skip the proof.
Proposition 3.5. Assume that Γ admits a proper Gorenstein projective resolution. Then for any proper short exact sequence
0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 of Γ -modules, there exists natural homomorphisms ∂nG(M) such that the following sequence is
exact.
· · · −−−−→ HnG(Γ ,M ′) −−−−→ HnG(Γ ,M) −−−−→ HnG(Γ ,M ′′)
∂nG(M)−−−−→ Hn+1G (Γ ,M ′) −−−−→ · · · .
3.6. Assume that Γ is a group of finite Gorenstein cohomological dimension, say n. Then, by Proposition 2.8, there exists a
complete resolution T • ϑ−→ P• ϑ−→ Z of Z, in which P• is a projective resolution of Z, T • is a totally acyclic complex and ϑi
is bijective for all i ≥ n. For any i ∈ Z, the ith Tate cohomology of Γ with coefficient in a Γ -moduleM is defined by
Ĥ
i
(Γ ,M) = Hi(HomΓ (T •,M)).
There is also comparison morphism εn(M) : Hn(Γ ,M) −→ Ĥn(Γ ,M), where εn(M) = Hn HomΓ (ϑ,M).
One can follow exactly [15, Chapter X] or [14, Section 5] to show that Ĥ
n
is a functor from the category of Γ -modules to
the category of Z-modules and ϑn is a morphism of functors, and are independent of the choice of resolutions and liftings.
This generalized Tate’s theory to groups of the finite Gorenstein cohomological dimension.
Note that if cdΓ <∞, then Ĥn(Γ , ) = 0 for all n ∈ Z, because in this situation 0 −→ P• −→ Z is a complete resolution
of Γ .
Lemma 3.7. If pdΓ M <∞, then Ĥn(Γ ,M) = 0 for all n ∈ Z.
Proof. This follows easily using induction on pdΓ M = n. The case n = 0 follows from the fact that T • in a complete
resolution of Γ is exact with respect to the functor HomΓ ( ,Q ), for any projective module Q . 
Proposition 3.8. Assume that GcdΓ <∞. Then for any integer i, the following are equivalent.
(i) GcdΓ ≤ i.
(ii) εn(M) : Hn(Γ ,M) −→ Ĥn(Γ ,M) is bijective for all n > i and all Γ -module M.
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Proof. If GcdΓ ≤ i, then by Proposition 2.8, there exists a complete resolution T • ϑ−→ P• pi−→ Z of Γ such that ϑn is
isomorphism for all n > i. Hence εn is isomorphism for all n > i. Conversely, takeM to be a projective Γ -module. Hence in
view of the above lemma, in conjunction with our assumption, we get that Hn(Γ ,M) = 0, for all n > i and all projective
(free) Γ -moduleM . But since GcdΓ < ∞, it is equal to cdΓ . So by [5, Proposition 1], GcdΓ = cdΓ ≤ i. The proof is now
complete. 
Remark 3.9. Hn(Γ , ) is a cohomology functor. That is, each exact sequence 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 of Γ -modules
induces an exact sequence of Tate cohomology groups
· · · −−−−→ Ĥn(Γ ,M ′) −−−−→ Ĥn(Γ ,M) −−−−→ Ĥn(Γ ,M ′′)
−−−−→ Ĥn+1(Γ ,M ′) −−−−→ · · · ,
so that the connecting homomorphisms are natural. This follows by taking a complete resolution T • → P• → Z of Γ and
then applying the functor HomΓ (Ti, ) on the above short exact sequence. Since Ti, for any integer i, is Γ -projective, we get
a short exact sequence of Hom groups and hence Snake lemma completes the argument.
The following theorem for finitely generatedmodules over commutative noetherian rings is proved in [14, Theorem 5.9].
It has been generalized to more general settings in [28, Theorem 4.5]. The argument of the proof is almost the same, so we
skip the proof.
Theorem 3.10. Assume that GcdΓ is finite. The following are equivalent.
(i) cdΓ <∞.
(ii) Ĥ
n
(Γ ,M) = 0, for all Γ -module M and some n ∈ Z.
(iii) Ĥ
n
(Γ ,M) = 0, for all Γ -module M and all n ∈ Z.
(iv) Ĥ
0
(Γ ,Z) = 0.
We have already seen that there exist comparison morphisms εnG : HnG(Γ ,M)→ Hn(Γ ,M) and also εn : Hn(Γ ,M)→
Ĥ
n
(Γ ,M). Hence, we plan to follow an Avramov–Martsinkovsky argument and fit these morphisms into an exact sequence.
More precisely, we have the following.
Theorem 3.11. Let Γ be a group of finite Gorenstein cohomological dimension, say n. Then for each Γ -module M there exists the
exact sequence
0 −−−−→ H1G(Γ ,M)
ε1G(M)−−−−→ H1(Γ ,M) ε1(M)−−−−→ Ĥ1(Γ ,M)
δ1(M)−−−−→ H2G(Γ ,M) −−−−→ . . .
δn−1(M)−−−−→ HnG(Γ ,M)
εnG(M)−−−−→ Hn(Γ ,M) εn(M)−−−−→ Ĥn(Γ ,M) −−−−→ 0.
Proof. Since GcdΓ = n, by Proposition 2.8, there exists a complete resolution T • ϑ→ P• pi→ Z, by adding trivial complexes,
if necessary, we may assume that ϑi is surjective for all i. Consider the soft right truncation of T at degree−1, and take the
kernel of ϑ to get a short exact sequence of complexes
0 −→ K • i−→ T⊃(−1) ϑ−→ P• → 0.
Note that Ki = 0, for all i ≥ n. This sequence in fact can be shown as follows
. . . −−−−→ 0 −−−−→ Kn−1 −−−−→ . . . −−−−→ K0 −−−−→ K −−−−→ 0y yin−1 yi0 yi
. . . −−−−→ Tn −−−−→ Tn−1 −−−−→ . . . −−−−→ T0 ∂0−−−−→ G −−−−→ 0yϑn yϑn−1 yϑ0 yυ
. . . −−−−→ Pn −−−−→ Pn−1 −−−−→ . . . −−−−→ P0 pi−−−−→ G −−−−→ 0
Since Pi’s are projective, the columns are split and so Ki’s are projectiveΓ -modules. Also since the last two rows are exact,
the first row is exact. Note that G is a Gorenstein projective Γ -module since it is a kernel of T •. These all together imply that
0 −→ Kn−1 −→ Kn−2 −→ . . . −→ K1 −→ K0 ∂0 i0−→ G −→ Z −→ 0
is a proper Gorenstein projective resolution of Z. Now one should apply the functor HomΓ ( ,M), for any Γ -moduleM and
then identify the resulted modules and maps to get the desired exact sequence. 
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Remark 3.12. An exact sequence like this, for finitely generated modules over commutative noetherian rings was first
announced in [14, Theorem 7.1]. Because of this, we call it Avramov–Martsinkovsky exact sequence. Subsequently several
authors obtained similar exact sequences in different settings, see e.g. [28,29].
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